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ABSTRACT: Driven by the need to develop technologies for
converting CO2, an extraordinary array of chemical looping
based process concepts has been proposed and researched
over the past 15 years. This review aims at providing first a
historical context of the molecule CO2, which sits at the center
of these developments. Then, different types of chemical
looping related to CO2 are addressed, with attention to
process concepts, looping materials, and reactor configu-
rations. Herein, focus lies on the direct conversion of carbon
dioxide into carbon monoxide, a process deemed to have
economic potential.
1. THE DISCOVERY OF CARBON DIOXIDE
Carbon dioxide was probably discovered around 1640 by Jan
Baptist van Helmont, who named it spiritus sylvestre.1,2 When
burning a piece of wood, van Helmont noticed that the mass of
the ash was considerably less than that of the original wood.1,2
He argued that a gas had volatilized from the wood.1,2 Over a
hundred years later, around 1750, Joseph Black looked into
carbon dioxide released by magnesium carbonate upon heating
or treatment with an acid.3,4 Black studied carbon dioxide,
which he called f ixed air, in detail and recognized its presence
in air, mineral carbonates, and alkaline solutions, as well as its
formation not only during wood burning but also during
fermentation and human respiration.4 In the next decades
Joseph Priestley would make significant progress in the study
of f ixed air and its interaction with organisms and water.5
Indeed, Priestley studied the formation of sparkling water and
suggested that f ixed air may be considered a weak acid.5 In
1779, Jan Ingenhousz published his work on the respiratory
system of plants, proposing that plants take up carbon dioxide
and release oxygen in the presence of sunlight and vice versa in
its absence.6
In his 1789 treatise, Antoine Lavoisier proposed a new
nomenclature and suggested that the combustion of carbon
(charbon or carbone) with oxygen (oxygeǹe) would result in the
formation of gaseous carbonic acid (acide carbonique) or
carbon oxide (oxide de carbone), deliberately dismissing the
previously proposed nomenclature of f ixed air (air f ixe).7 Two
decades later, in 1808, John Dalton proposed that a single
carbonic acid gas molecule should be composed of one carbon
atom linked with two oxygen atoms (carbon dioxide), while a
carbon oxide molecule should be composed of one carbon and
one oxygen atom (carbon monoxide).8 The widespread use of
the term carbon dioxide (CO2) rather than carbonic acid
(H2CO3) and carbon monoxide rather than carbon oxide to
designate CO2 and CO probably occurred only after the
foundation of the International Union on Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC) in 1919.
2. CARBON DIOXIDE AND THE EARTH’S CLIMATE
In the 1820s, Joseph Fourier made heat transfer calculations
based on knowledge of that time−between the Sun and the
Earth.9,10 On the basis of his calculations, however, Fourier was
unable to explain why the Earth’s surface temperature was so
high.9,10 Among other possible explanations, Fourier proposed
that the Earth’s atmosphere could be partially responsible for
keeping the surface warm.9 In the early 1860s, John Tyndall11
first proved the greenhouse effect, the heat insulating effect of
the atmosphere owing to the presence of absorbing and
radiating “greenhouse” gases such as water (H2O), carbon
dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4). Tyndall correctly
measured the relative infrared absorptive powers of different
gases present in the atmosphere (nitrogen, oxygen, water
vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone, methane, among others).11
In 1896, Svante Arrhenius was the first to quantitatively
estimate the relation between atmospheric CO2 concentration
and the Earth’s surface temperature based on physical
chemistry.12,13 From his calculations, Arrhenius concluded
that human-caused CO2 emissions through the combustion of
carbonaceous fuels could be large enough to significantly affect
the Earth’s climate through the greenhouse effect.12,13 In 1931,
Edward O. Hulburt confirmed Arrhenius’ theory and estimated
that a doubling and tripling of the CO2 levels in the
atmosphere would result in an increased surface temperature
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of 4 and 7 K, while the opposite would hold for cooling due to
a decrease in CO2 levels.
14 With his work, published in 1938,
Guy S. Callendar was probably the first to report the evolution
in the Earth’s average surface temperature since 1880 based on
collected data from different measurement stations.15 Call-
endar proposed that the observed increase in average
temperature could be owing to accumulation of anthropogenic
CO2 emissions into the atmosphere.
15
The discussion with respect to the effect of anthropogenic
CO2 upon the Earth’s climate was revived by Gilbert N. Plass
in 1956.16 Plass estimated that global atmospheric CO2
concentrations increased with about 30% per century and
resulted in an average temperature increase of 1.1 K per
century.16 Moreover, he calculated that doubling the levels of
CO2 would cause an average temperature increase of 3.6 K.
16
One year later, in 1957, Roger Revelle and Hans E. Suess
published their findings with respect to the role of the oceans
as CO2 sinks.
17 Contrary to what had previously been
assumed, Revelle and Suess found that the average residence
time of CO2 in the atmosphere before being absorbed in the
ocean is of the order of 10 years rather than hundreds of
years.17 They initially contested earlier propositions that linked
the rise in the Earth’s surface temperature with an (unproven)
increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration.
17 Revelle and
Suess argued that this would be unlikely because most of the
anthropogenic CO2produced by combustion of fossil fuels
since the beginning of the industrial revolutionwould have
been absorbed by the ocean.17 While detailed measurements of
the global temperature had started around 1850,18 Charles D.
Keeling started performing measurements of the atmospheric
CO2 concentration in 1958.
19
In the 1960s and 1970s, many new models and estimates of
climate sensitivity to CO2 levels were proposed and showed a
strongly varying outcome, causing quite some climate
confusion.20 The model used by Syukuro Manabe and Richard
T. Wetherald in their 1967 publication,21 however, was
exceptional in that it included all the major occurring physical
phenomena (including convection and conduction) while
taking into account temperatures at the Earth’s surface and in
the atmosphere. Indeed, their model, which predicted an
average temperature rise of 1.5 to 2.4 K upon a doubling of the
atmospheric CO2 concentration, could be considered the first
true meteorological model.
From 1968,22−24 Keeling started publishing the evolution of
his atmospheric CO2 concentration measurements, which had
steadily increased from 312 to 318 ppm since 1958. In order to
acquire temperature data prior to 1850 and CO2 concentration
levels before 1958, researchers started studying tree ring
cores25−30 and ice cores,30−36 while developing techniques to
accurately obtain climate information by calibration with
reliable direct measurements. During the 1980s, efforts in
raising awareness about climate change in the US were
orchestrated by scientists and activists such as Gordon
MacDonald, Rafe Pomerance, and James Hansen.37 Although
their efforts remained largely unanswered by political leaders,
the perseverance of Pomerance and Hansen in particular
certainly contributed to the establishment of the International
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 1988.37 Additional
historical context to the relationship between CO2 and the
environment is provided in Supporting Information (Historical
Context 1).
Current trends in global climate monitoring include the
analysis of data recorded by satellites.38−40 At the same time,
climate modeling has tremendously evolved in the past decades
with “Earth System Models” (ESMs) as the current state of the
art.41 Nevertheless, capturing and modeling the complexity of
the Earth’s climate remains a huge task as it essentially
encompasses comprehending the (physical) chemistry, geology
(e.g., effect of volcanic activity), and fluid dynamics of the
Earth, as well as the occurrence and influence of processes
occurring in the Sun.
After the first IPCC report was published in the 1990s,
awareness within the scientific community has grown
tremendously. Today, a large majority of the scientific
community, estimated at over 95%,42 acknowledges that
anthropogenic greenhouse gas (such as CO2 and CH4)
emissions have a significant effect on the Earth’s climate.43
Nevertheless, this scientific consensus is not necessarily picked
up outside the scientific community, especially in Anglo-Saxon
countries.43,44
Apart from purely environmental concerns, the presence of
excessive amounts of CO2 in the atmosphere is increasingly
approached from a geo-engineering perspective, i.e., by aiming
to obtain deliberate control over the environment. Accord-
ingly, trends in research and development focus on reducing
CO2 emissions by its capture, (geological) storage, or recycling
and the active control of atmospheric CO2 levels.
The evolution in carbon dioxide research trends can be
illustrated by the number of publications treating certain
topics, shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that a stagnating
increase in the number of carbon dioxide studies occurred
between 1960 and 1990, followed by a first growth wave in the
1990s and a second growth wave in the 2010s. The former may
be ascribed to increasing interest in atmospheric CO2 levels
and its effect on climate, while the latter corresponds with
increasing interest in carbon dioxide capture, (geological)
Figure 1. Overview of the evolution of number of scientific
publications for different topics. The evolution of the number of
scientific publications (Web of Science online database) per year
filtered by different keywords is presented. These topical keywords are
the following: (●) “CO2”; (◇) “CO2” AND “atmosphere”
(atmosphere); (□) “CO2 capture” (capture); (▲) “CO2 storage”
(storage); (△) “CO2 utilization” OR “CO2 conversion” OR “CO2
recycling” (reuse). The time spans above the graph indicate the years
with more than 50 publications/year. The jump between 1990 and
1991 can be (partially) explained by a sudden increase in the number
of publications in Web of Science per year, estimated by performing a
search with neutral keyword “of” (inset).
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storage, and reuse (utilization, conversion, recycling). In what
follows, some of the principles behind carbon dioxide capture,
storage, and reuse will briefly be discussed.
3. CARBON DIOXIDE CAPTURE, STORAGE, AND
REUSE
3.1. Carbon Dioxide capture. Natural processes of
atmospheric carbon dioxide capture occur through equilibrium
with the biosphere via photosynthesis, with the lithosphere
through carbonation of minerals and with the hydrosphere
through absorption.45 The former is the odd one out because,
through the photosynthesis process, CO2 capture is accom-
panied by biochemical reduction of carbon dioxide with
formation of biomass (e.g., trees, crops and algae), which can
be reused as a resource of chemicals or energy. This biomass
can also be converted into fossil resources with a significant
energy input through high pressure and temperature, albeit on
geological time scales.45 However, the carbonation of minerals
in the lithosphere and the absorption of CO2 by the oceans are
kinetically limited chemical processes, which result in
chemicals with an even lower energy content than gaseous
CO2 (Figure 2).
In order to mitigate CO2 emissions or control its
atmospheric concentration directly, CO2 capture techniques
are required. Different methods for CO2 capture exist, most of
which can be classified into one of the following categories: (i)
gas absorption, (ii) gas adsorption, (iii) cryogenic separation,
(iv) membrane separation, and (v) mineral carbonation.
Absorption relies on the use of a solvent (e.g., amines,46,47
alkali solutions,48 or ionic liquids49,50) contacted with a CO2
containing gas stream in one vessel, resulting in a CO2 lean gas
effluent and a CO2 laden solvent. This solvent is regenerated in
a second vessel with the release of enriched CO2. Solvents
should be resistant to degradation, nontoxic, and noncorrosive
and should show low viscosity and fast reaction kinetics with
CO2.
46,47 Besides these sometimes conflicting requirements,
they should preferably also be cheap. While amine- and alkali-
based CO2 absorption processes for gas purification have been
industrially used for many decades, challenges associated with
solvent degradation, volatility, and corrosion are yet to be
addressed, especially for amine-based solvents.48 While alkali
solutions are less corrosive by nature than amine solutions,
corrosion remains an issue as the alkali solution absorbs flue
gas contaminants and hence degrades.48 Besides a loss in
absorption capacity due to precipitation of alkali salts (e.g.,
sulfates or nitrates), the kinetics of CO2 absorption are much
slower for alkali solutions compared with amines.48 Ionic
liquids, however, are favorable in terms of their low volatility,
low flammability and thermal stability, though challenges
remain due to the increased viscosity of ionic liquids with
increasing CO2 absorption and their toxicity.
51
Adsorption relies on preferential physisorption of CO2 over
other compounds on a high-surface area adsorbent (e.g.,
zeolites51−53 or metal−organic frameworks51−54). The adsorb-
ent is regenerated by applying heat (temperature swing) and/
or decreasing pressure (pressure swing). Important properties
of adsorbent materials include the CO2 adsorption selectivity,
adsorption capacity, adsorption−desorption kinetics and
resistance to poisoning and degradation.51 In this sense, the
highly tailorable nature of metal−organic frameworks provides
a major opportunity in terms of adsorbent properties
optimization.53,54
Cryogenic separation relies on extensive cooling in order to
separate CO2 from other compounds based on its boiling
point. Because of the high cost of cooling, such a separation
process should only be considered when the concentration of
CO2 is already high (e.g., higher than 50%).
55 Additional
challenges lie in the buildup of solid CO2 on the heat-
exchanger surface, which deteriorates the overall energy
efficiency of the process.55
Membrane separation relies on the difference in permeation
of different gases through a membrane (e.g., polymer
membrane56 or ceramic membrane56). The preferential
permeation of either CO2 or the diluting gases allows us to
obtain an enriched CO2 stream. Critical properties of the
membrane include selectivity, permeability, and stability.56
Carbonation−decarbonation makes use of the chemical
carbonation of solid minerals (typically alkali or earth alkali
metal oxides). By decarbonation of the mineral carbonate at
Figure 2. Overview of stability of selected chemical species. Gibbs free energy of formation as a function of molecular mass of different organic and
inorganic species with indication of some homologous series (olefins, alkanes, and alcohols).
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elevated temperature or reduced pressure, a CO2 rich gas
stream can be obtained. Important challenges with respect to
such minerals are the mechanical and structural stability after
prolonged carbonation−decarbonation cycling. Additionally,
the effect of SOx and NOx should be borne in mind.
Besides a distinction between CO2 capture based on the
separation technology, efforts in CO2 capture can be classified
as direct or indirect CO2 capture depending on whether CO2 is
caught from the air directly or from (industrial) exhaust gases.
3.2. Carbon Dioxide Storage. An early suggestion for
CO2 capture and storage through geo-engineering came from
Cesare Marchetti in 1977, who proposed to separate CO2 from
flue gases with subsequent disposal either (i) in exhausted gas
or oil fields and other geological cavities or (ii) by injection in
sinking ocean currents in order to improve the kinetics of CO2
absorption.57 Ocean absorption, however, does not seem to be
a favorable idea due to the resulting ocean acidification, which
harms marine ecosystems.58 While several test projects have
been started with respect to geological CO2 storage,
uncertainty remains with respect to unfavorable long-term
effects (e.g., seismic activity or leakage).51,58,59 The reader is
referred elsewhere for a detailed overview.58,59
No doubt the most elegant carbon dioxide storage strategy
would be biological storage by promoting reforestation. The
development of efficient methods for urban agriculture could
create opportunities for nature to reclaim rural agricultural
areas. When the produced biomass is periodically harvested
and consumed, biological carbon dioxide storage becomes a
strategy for carbon dioxide reuse, the topic of next paragraph.
3.3. Carbon Dioxide Reuse. Carbon dioxide reuse can be
divided into three categories: (i) carbon dioxide utilization
comprises processes in which carbon dioxide is utilized but not
necessarily converted; (ii) biological conversion includes
biochemical carbon dioxide conversion into biomass through
photosynthesis; (iii) carbon dioxide conversion is used for the
deliberate industrial conversion of carbon dioxide into
chemicals or fuels.
3.3.1. Carbon Dioxide Utilization. A first example of CO2
utilization is its use in enhanced oil recovery, typically a one-
time use accompanied by CO2 storage, whereby CO2 is used to
enhance the yield of fossil resource recovery by pumping CO2
into geological reservoirs which contain oil and/or gas. While
one could argue that enhanced oil recovery results in CO2
storage, it also provides new fossil resources that are likely to
cause significant CO2 emissions during their life cycle. A
second example is the production of carbonated beverages, in
which CO2 is stored as H2CO3. Carbon dioxide utilization in
beverages is temporary as CO2 will again be released from the
beverage when consumed. A third example is the use of
supercritical CO2 as an extraction or reaction solvent.
60−63
Because CO2 is nonflammable, nontoxic, and relatively inert, it
is perceived as an interesting candidate solvent for green
chemistry.60 Moreover, the supercritical regime of CO2 is
readily accessible contrary to, e.g., that of water.60
All of the above-mentioned methods for carbon dioxide
utilization have in common that they do not contribute to CO2
emission mitigation. In the following paragraphs, CO2
conversion methods are discussed that have the potential to
Figure 3. Selection of carbon dioxide production, storage, and conversion processes. In this scheme, the potential of carbon monoxide (CO) as an
intermediate between carbon dioxide (CO2) and a variety of chemicals is presented with an indication of annual global production volumes
51,72−80
(in Mt year−1 or Gt year−1). These production volumes are not necessarily realized by the indicated process. The scheme indicates that the
combustion of fossil resources (coal, oil, and natural gas) results in CO2 emission, part of which is (i) very slowly captured in the lithosphere by
formation of mineral carbonates, (ii) slowly captured in the hydrosphere by ocean absorption (acidification), and (iii) captured in the biosphere by
means of photosynthesis. Double arrows toward the hydrosphere and biosphere indicate the possibility of CO2 emission by desorption from the
oceans (in case the atmospheric CO2 concentration would decrease) and CO2 emission by respiration of organisms (via biomass combustion). In
principle, CO2 can be converted into methane (CH4), which is equivalent to natural gas. This work focuses on the conversion of CO2 through the
intermediate CO, a platform molecule from which ethanol (C2H5OH, by fermentation), polycarbonate (through phosgene, COCl2, or dimethyl
carbonate, (CH3O)2CO), and acids (such as acetic acid, CH3COOH) can be formed. Additionally, CO can be transformed into alkanes (Fischer−
Tropsch synthesis), methanol (CH3OH), formaldehyde (CH2O), and aldehydes when a source of (renewable) hydrogen (H2) is available. Alkanes
(catalytic dehydrogenation, catalytic cracking, or steam cracking) or CH3OH (methanol-to-olefins process) can further be transformed into olefins
(C=). Alternatively, alkanes can be further refined in order to yield hydrocarbon fuels (or other petrochemical building blocks), thereby allowing us
to close the carbon loop.
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contribute to CO2 emission mitigation and closure of the
carbon loop.
3.3.2. Biological Conversion. Biological conversion of CO2
into biomass is typically realized by plants through the process
of photosynthesis. Microalgae are considered among the fastest
growing species of plants (e.g., compared with crops and
trees), a property that makes them a promising candidate for
biological CO2 capture and conversion.
64 Nevertheless,
economic feasibility currently hinders the use of algal biofuels
and biochemicals.65 Product diversification in an algal
biorefinery concept could provide future opportunities for
the valorization of algae.65 The current situation for other
biomass feedstocks is similar to that of algae, as high
production costs associated with biomass processing66 impair
their competitiveness with existing processes. Today, biological
CO2 conversion and the subsequent use of produced biomass
is mainly applied through agriculture for the food industry and
the production of biofuels (bioethanol and biodiesel), forestry
for the furniture and paper industry, and anaerobic digestion of
organic waste for the production of biogas. During the
following decades, biomass-based processes are expected to
increasingly focus not only on food and energy production but
also on the production of value-added chemicals.66−68
3.3.3. Carbon Dioxide Conversion. The direct conversion
of carbon dioxide into useful chemicals includes the
production of urea, salicylic acid, dimethyl carbonate, polyur-
ethane, polycarbonate, polyacrylates, and (in)organic carbo-
nates.45,69,70 Additional possibilities lie in its use as a mild
oxidant, for example, in the oxidative dehydrogenation of
alkanes with formation of alkenes, water, and carbon
monoxide.69 Finally, carbon dioxide can also be hydrogenated
into chemicals or fuels such as methane (methanation),
formaldehyde, dimethyl ether, formic acid, methanol, and
other alcohols.45,69,70 The efficient methanation of carbon
dioxide using renewable hydrogen (e.g., from electrolysis using
wind or solar electricity) and subsequent injection in the
natural gas grid could be particularly interesting as a method of
energy storage.
Alternatively, carbon dioxide can first be converted into
carbon monoxide, a building block for a broad variety of
chemicals and fuels. Figure 3 gives an overview of some carbon
dioxide sources and sinks. The main carbon dioxide sources
are the combustion of fossil fuels (such as coal, oil, and natural
gas), the respiration of organisms through biomass combustion
and desorption from the oceans (when the partial pressure of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere decreases). As previously
mentioned, carbon dioxide can also be captured and stored in
the lithosphere (mineral carbonates), hydrosphere (absorption
by oceans), and biosphere (photosynthesis).
The main focus of this review lies on the direct conversion
of carbon dioxide, for example, into carbon monoxide, a
process deemed to have economic potential.71 Carbon
monoxide can be converted into chemicals such as ethanol
(e.g., through fermentation), polycarbonates (with phosgene
or dimethyl carbonate as intermediate), and acids. By adding
(renewable) hydrogen, the production of aldehydes, methanol,
and alkanes (e.g., through Fischer−Tropsch synthesis) can be
realized. Moreover, olefins can be produced from carbon
monoxide via methanol (methanol-to-olefins process) or from
alkanes (catalytic dehydrogenation, catalytic cracking or steam
cracking) as intermediate. Figure 3 indicates the global annual
production volume, not necessarily through the proposed
process, in order to give an estimate of the capacity of
chemicals or fuels as carbon sink. The figures show that, while
the production of chemicals could provide a carbon sink for
hundreds of Mt year−1, production of fuels would be necessary
in order to reach the Gt year−1 level and close the carbon loop.
The conversion of CO2 to CO can be realized by a
(photo)electric current, by thermal reduction or by chemical
reduction. Chemical reduction, which is the focus of this
review, relies on the rearrangement of chemical bonds in a
reducing agent such as CH4 or H2.
3.4. Pioneers in Industrial Carbon Dioxide Capture,
Storage, and Reuse. Industrial (direct) air capture and the
subsequent recycling of CO2 into chemicals/fuels is currently
under development and already being demonstrated by
pioneering companies such as Climeworks, Carbon Engineering,
Global Thermostat, Carbon Recycling International, INERATEC
GmbH and Nordic Blue Crude. Indeed, in recent years the
number of start-up companies envisaging to close the carbon
loop using renewable energy and CO2 as a feedstock has
surged. Carbicrete, however, aims to reduce the carbon
footprint of the construction sector by combining mineral
waste and CO2 carbonation in a novel way of curing concrete
without making use of cement.81−83
4. CHEMICAL LOOPING
4.1. Principle. Chemical looping processes can play an
important role in CO2 conversion. They make use of stable
solid intermediates in order to realize a redox reaction or gas
separation. In what follows, three categories of chemical
looping processes will be distinguished: (i) chemical looping
redox reactions; (ii) thermochemical looping redox reactions;
(iii) chemical looping carbon dioxide separation.
Chemical looping redox reactions generally make use of a
metal oxide oxygen storage material (reduced form, M;
oxidized form, MO, which transfers oxygen from the oxidant
(e.g., O2, H2O, or CO2) to the reductant (e.g., C, CH4, H2).
Vice versa, electrons are transferred by the oxygen storage
material from the reductant to the oxidant. Equations 1 and 2
illustrate the general concept of such redox reactions. The
global reaction is an ordinary redox reaction (eq 3). Because
the global reaction is split into two sub reactions, however, the
reduced and oxidized product can be inherently separated by
performing the two reactions at two different points in time or
space.
+ → +oxidant M reduced product MO(s) (s) (1)




reduced product oxidized product (3)
Thermochemical looping redox reactions are similar to
ordinary chemical looping redox reactions but differ in the
method of metal oxide reduction. Here, the reduction of the
metal oxide occurs thermally through oxygen evolution. The
oxidation of the reduced metal oxide is analogous to the one in
chemical looping redox reactions. These reactions as well as
the global reaction are presented in eqs 4−6.
+ → +oxidant M reduced product MO(s) (s) (4)
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Chemical looping carbon dioxide separation makes use of an
(earth) alkali metal oxide carbon dioxide sorbent (denoted
MO), which can capture and release carbon dioxide (CO2).
The process of CO2 capture is termed carbonation (MO is
transformed into MCO3), while the process of CO2 release is
termed decarbonation or calcination (MCO3 is transformed
into MO). The carbonation (eq 7) and decarbonation (eq 8)
reactions can be periodically applied in order to separate CO2
from diluted streams such as exhaust gases. The net process is
the upgrading of a diluted CO2-containing stream to a CO2
rich stream.
+ →CO MO MCO2(diluted) (s) 3(s) (7)
→ +MCO CO MO3(s) 2(rich) (s) (8)
In all three types of chemical looping processes, illustrated in
Figure 4, the oxygen storage material and CO2 sorbent are
assumed to be fully regenerated after each chemical looping
cycle.
4.2. Process Concepts. Different types of processes within
the previously described chemical looping approaches can be
distinguished. In what follows, a brief history of the
development of chemical looping processes will be presented
on the basis of a selection of historical contributions. This
selection is far from exhaustive but is chosen so as to reflect the
long history of research and development on chemical looping
processes, the start of which may date back at least 150 years
ago with the study of reversible oxygen transport occurring
through hemoglobin crystals.84
4.2.1. (Thermo)chemical Looping Redox Reactions. The
concept of chemical looping redox reactions can be traced back
to the 19th century, when the brothers Quentin and Arthur
Leon Brin successfully commercialized the production of
oxygen with unprecedented purity by means of a (thermo)-
chemical looping process, patented since the 1880s.85,86 By
periodically contacting barium oxides to air and enriched
oxygen in repeated temperature/pressure swings, the Brin
brothers succeeded in enriching oxygen up to 95% purity with
balance N2.
85 The corresponding reactions are presented
below (eqs 9 and 10). In the 1890s, Franz Josef Bergmann
proposed a similar use of manganese oxides for oxygen
production albeit in view of calcium carbide production in
blast furnaces.87
→ +2BaO O 2BaO2(s) 2(g) (s) (9)
+ →O (air) 2BaO 2BaO2(g) (s) 2(s) (10)
Another chemical looping redox process can be traced back to
1910, when Anton Messerschmitt patented a method for the
production of high purity hydrogen using a process of cyclic
iron oxide reduction and oxidation.88 Messerschmitt proposed
to reduce a spongy iron oxide with a mixture of hydrocarbons
and steam, the latter to suppress carbon formation, and to
reoxidize this iron oxide with steam to produce hydrogen.88
The reactions upon which the so-called steam-iron process is
based and its global reaction are presented in eqs 11−13. In
the early 20th century, the separation between products was
realized in batch; i.e., a reactor loaded with iron oxide was
reduced to iron by a hydrocarbon fuel, after which the reactor
was purged and steam was fed in order to reoxidize iron to iron
oxide. This allowed to obtain hydrogen with a relatively high
purity.
+ +












m n2 (g) 3 4(s)
2(g) 2 (g) (s) (11)
+ + +














2(g) 3 4(s) (12)
+ → + +m m m nC H 2 H O CO (2 )Hm n2 (g) 2 (g) 2(g) 2(g)
(13)
In the 1950s, several chemical looping processes for the
production of compounds other than hydrogen were
developed. In 1952, Dickinson patented a method to produce
carbon monoxide from solid carbonaceous materials (e.g.,
coal) via chemical looping, using air and/or steam in the
oxidation step with production of heat and/or hydrogen.89 In
1953, Jones patented a process for syngas production from
carbonaceous materials with tunable hydrogen content by a
combination with the steam-iron process.90 In 1954, Lewis and
Gilliland patented a chemical looping process for the
production of pure CO2 from carbonaceous fuels and air by
using what they called a copper oxide solid oxygen carrier.91
The proposed reactions are presented in eqs 14−16. In fact,
although their focus was primarily on producing CO2, the
process that Lewis and Gilliland proposed is now referred to as
chemical looping combustion.
+ +
→ + + +
m n
m n m n
C H (2 )CuO
CO H O (2 )Cu
m n2 (g) (s)












+ + → +m n m nC H 2
2
O CO H Om n2 (g) 2(g) 2(g) 2 (g) (16)
The concept of thermally splitting water in hydrogen and
oxygen by means of a two-step chemical looping process can
be traced back at least to 1966, when Funk and Reinstrom
made a thermodynamic study on the decomposition of water
Figure 4. Schematic representation of chemical looping processes.
(A) Chemical looping redox reactions. (B) Thermochemical looping
redox reactions. (C) Chemical looping carbon dioxide separation.
The reduction and decarbonation step in (B) and (C) can also be
realized by decreasing the partial pressure of oxygen and carbon
dioxide, for example, by means of an inert sweep gas.
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for hydrogen production.92 After a patent filed by Schulten and
Knoche in 1972,93 research interest in other sulfur-based
thermochemical looping cycles for hydrogen production
increased in the 1970s.94,95 In 1976, Kameyama and co-
workers published a particularly thorough screening method
for potential multistep thermochemical hydrogen production
cycles based on metal chlorides, bromides, iodides, sulfates and
nitrates.96 The three-step cycle proposed by Schulten and
Knoche, which requires recycling of gaseous SO2, is presented
by eqs 17−19. The global reaction corresponds with eq 20.
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With their 1983 publication, Richter and Knoche gave a new
perspective to chemical looping processes, in particular with
respect to the combustion of hydrocarbons for power
production.97 They showed that the theoretical efficiency of
chemical looping combustion is higher than that of traditional
combustion because of the reversibility of metal oxide redox
processes, which results in a decreased entropy production.97
Four years later, in 1987, this idea was picked up by Ishida and
co-workers who first introduced the term chemical-looping
combustion.98 Further work by Ishida and Jin was performed in
the 1990s and a patent was granted in 1995.99−102 In their
1994 publication, by combining the ideas of Lewis and
Gilliland91 and those of Richter and Knoche,97 Ishida and Jin
first highlighted the potential of chemical looping combustion
as an efficient energy production process with inherent
separation of CO2, which could subsequently be stored or
utilized−and combustion air.99,100
It should be noted that many other researchers studied
chemical looping processes in the late 1990s, albeit without
mentioning chemical looping in their publications. One such
example is the work by Van Looij in 1994, who (re)invented
syngas production from methane, steam, and air with a
chemical looping approach.103,104 In this process, while a
chemical looping combustor was used for heat generation, a
catalytic re-former was still necessary for the syngas
production. In 2001, Mattisson and Lyngfelt proposed to use
chemical looping re-forming for the coproduction of power
and H2 with inherent CO2 separation.
105−107 In order to reach
high H2 yields, however, a water−gas shift reactor would also
be required. The corresponding reactions are presented in eqs
21−23.
+ − +
→ + + + − −
z z
z z
CH (2 )M O H O




2(g) 2(g) 1(s) (21)
+ − → − +−z zO (2 )M O (2 )M O heaty x y x2(g) 1(s) (s)
(22)
+ +
→ + + +
z
z
CH O H O
CO (2 )H heat
4(g) 2(g) 2
2(g) 2(g) (23)
In 2006, Hong and co-workers suggested to make use of solar
heat for the endothermic oxygen storage material reduction
step in order to further increase the process efficiency of
chemical looping combustion.108 Related to their chemical
looping re-forming process, Rydeń, Lyngfelt, and Mattisson
proposed chemical looping for syngas production (eqs 24−26)
in the same year.109 Since 2001, many researchers have
proposed and studied similar chemical looping re-forming
processes for the production of hydrogen or syngas.107,110−114
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+ → +m m nC H
2
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The concept of chemical looping oxygen uncoupling was
proposed by Mattisson and co-workers in 2009.115,116 This
concept, illustrated by eqs 27−29, may be considered a
combination of chemical looping and thermochemical looping
processes. Reactions 27 and 28 occur in the first step, while
reaction 29 completes the chemical loop in the second step.
Note that eq 28 is also the global reaction, since reactions 27
and 29 cancel out. The main advantage of such a chemical
looping approach lies in the strong enhancement of reaction
rates.115,116
+ → + + + −m n
m n
m n(2 )M O
2
2
O (2 )M Oy x y x(s) 2(g) 1(s)
(27)
+ + → +m n m nC H 2
2
O CO H Om n2 (g) 2(g) 2(g) 2 (g) (28)
+ + + → +−
m n
m n m n
2
2
O (2 )M O (2 )M Oy x y x2(g) 1(s) (s)
(29)
In 2010, Najera and co-workers proposed chemical looping dry
re-forming (eqs 30−32) for the conversion of CH4 and CO2
into CO.117−120
+ → + + −CH 4M O CO 2H O 4M Oy x y x4(g) (s) 2(g) 2 (g) 1(s)
(30)
+ → +−4CO 4M O 4CO 4M Oy x y x2(g) 1(s) (g) (s) (31)
+ → +CH 3CO 4CO 2H O4(g) 2(g) (g) 2 (g) (32)
In 2011, catalyst-assisted chemical looping was first proposed by
Galvita and co-workers as a method to improve the achieved
reduction degree of oxygen storage materials.114,121 The
concept of autothermal chemical looping was elaborated on by
Hu and co-workers in 2016.122 In this method, the
endothermic methane re-forming and oxygen storage material
reduction is compensated by cofeeding oxygen, resulting in
exothermic combustion of part of the methane feed (eqs
33−35).
+ − +
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A schematic overview of catalyst-assisted chemical looping
(autothermal) dry re-forming is presented in Figure 5. Besides
using methane as a reductant, Dharanipragada and co-workers
demonstrated that catalyst-assisted chemical looping can also
be realized using an alcohol such as methanol or ethanol as a
reductant.123
For a more elaborate overview of some of these chemical
looping process concepts, the reader is referred to several
comprehensive reviews.125−137 Additional historical context to
the concept of chemical looping processes is provided in
Supporting Information (Historical Context 2).
4.2.2. Chemical Looping Carbon Dioxide Separation.
Although the true purpose at the time was not necessarily the
separation of carbon dioxide, the application of earth alkali
metal oxides for carbon dioxide removal can be traced back to
1931 with a patent by Gluud and co-workers.138 In this patent,
they propose the application of such metal oxides for pushing
the equilibrium water−gas shift reaction to the product side,
thereby enhancing hydrogen production, and their periodic
regeneration by means of calcination in the presence of air or
steam.138 The corresponding reactions are presented in eqs
36−38.
+ → +CO H O CO H(g) 2 (g) 2(g) 2(g) (36)
+ →CO MO MCO2(g) (s) 3(s) (37)
→ +MCO CO MO3(s) 2(g) (s) (38)
Interest in the use of a so-called CO2 acceptor during
hydrocarbon processing was revived in the 1980s.139,140 In
the mid-1990s, Harrison and co-workers were perhaps the first
to point out the benefits of such a process, not only in view of
hydrogen production but also in terms of CO2 capture and
disposal.141−143 In 1998, Nakagawa and Ohashi proposed the
use of lithium metazirconate as a high-temperature CO2
sorbent in hydrogen production and combustion plants for
power production with CO2 capture.
144 Such a configuration
would make use of reactions 36−38.
+ → +H 1
2
O H O heat2(g) 2(g) 2 (g) (39)
The application of calcium oxide for the continuous removal of
CO2 from postcombustion exhaust gases was proposed in 1999
by Shimizu and co-workers.145
4.2.3. Combined Chemical Looping Processes. As early as
1996, Lyon patented a hydrogen production process, termed
unmixed combustion or unmixed re-forming, in which chemical
looping combustion and chemical looping carbon dioxide
capture were combined in a three-step process.146−148 During
the first step of the process, the nickel oxide catalyst is reduced
(eq 40, endothermic) to a metallic nickel steam re-forming
catalyst.
+ → + +CH 4NiO CO 2H O 4Ni4(g) (s) 2(g) 2 (g) (s) (40)
This catalyst catalyzes the steam re-forming of methane (eq 41,
endothermic) in the second step. The water−gas shift reaction
equilibrium (eq 42, exothermic) is shifted to the product side
by carbonation of a CO2 sorbent material (eq 43, exothermic).
The overall reaction in the second step is an intensified
production of hydrogen by methane re-forming with a
combination of endo- and exothermic reactions (eq 44).
+ → +CH H O CO 3H4(g) 2 (g)
Ni
(g) 2(g) (41)
+ → +CO H O CO H(g) 2 (g) 2(g) 2(g) (42)
+ →CO MO MCO2(g) (s) 3(s) (43)
+ + → +CH 2H O MO 4H MCO4(g) 2 (g) (s) 2(g) 3(s) (44)
In the third step, the solids are regenerated in air by once more
combining exo- and endothermic processes of nickel oxidation
(eq 45, exothermic) and metal carbonate decomposition (eq
46, endothermic) in air. The overall reaction for this step is
given in eq 47. One drawback of this process is that the
resulting CO2 is diluted with (oxygen-depleted) air.
+ →4Ni 2O 4NiO(s) 2(g) (s) (45)
→ +MCO MO CO3(s) (s) 2(g) (46)
+ + → + +4Ni 2O MCO 4NiO MO CO(s) 2(g) 3(s) (s) (s) 2(g)
(47)
The overall reaction then corresponds with eq 48. In summary,
this process combines chemical looping combustion (eqs 40
and 45) with steam re-forming (eq 41), water−gas shift
reaction (eq 42), and chemical looping carbon dioxide capture
(eqs 43 and 46).
+ → +2CH 2O 4H 2CO4(g) 2(g) 2(g) 2(g) (48)
Following this patent, much effort has been put into studying
this processlater termed sorption enhanced chemical looping
re-formingexperimentally.149−156 In 2010, Abanades and co-
workers proposed a variant of this process (Figure 6) to
overcome the drawback of CO2 dilution.
157 As a first step, they
propose sorption enhanced steam re-forming using a
Figure 5. Schematic representation of catalyst-assisted chemical
looping processes. Ni represents the Ni catalyst while FeOX and
FeOX−1 correspond with the oxidized and reduced state of the oxygen
storage material. The global reaction of the corresponding processes
are provided. CCDR: catalyst-assisted chemical looping dry re-
forming. CCAR: catalyst-assisted chemical looping autothermal dry
re-forming. Reprinted with permission from ref 124. Copyright 2018
MDPI.
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(promoted) copper catalyst (eqs 41−44). The second step is
the oxidation of copper under conditions where the metal
carbonate does not decompose. Finally, the metal carbonate is
decomposed (endothermic process), while copper oxide is
reduced, e.g., using syngas with high CO content (exothermic
process).
In 2015, Galvita and co-workers proposed a two-step
combined chemical looping approach for energy storage.158 In
the first step, methane is oxidized over a metal oxide oxygen
storage material, re-forming catalyst and CO2 sorbent. During
this “chemical charging” step, the oxygen storage material is
reduced (eq 49), carbon is deposited (eq 50), and the CO2
sorbent is carbonated (eq 51). The overall reaction during the
first step is represented in eq 52.
+ → + +CH Fe O CO 2H O 3Fe4(g) 3 4(s) 2(g) 2 (g) (s) (49)
→ +CH C 2H4(g) (s) 2(g) (50)
+ →5CO 5CaO 5CaCO2(g) (s) 3(s) (51)
+ + +
→ + + + +
2CH 4CO Fe O 5CaO
C 2H O 2H 3Fe 5CaCO
4(g) 2(g) 3 4(s) (s)
(s) 2 (g) 2(g) (s) 3(s)
(52)
During the second step, “chemical discharging”, the solids are
regenerated. The metal carbonate is decomposed (eq 53) and
the released CO2 oxidizes the reduced oxygen storage material
(eq 54) as well as the deposited carbon (eq 55) with
production of CO. The overall reaction during this second step
is represented in eq 56.
→ +5CaCO 5CaO 5CO3(s) (s) 2(g) (53)
+ → +4CO 3Fe Fe O 4CO2(g) (s) 3 4(s) (g) (54)




5CaO Fe O 6CO
3(s) (s) (s)
(s) 3 4(s) (g) (56)
The global reaction of this combined chemical looping process
is presented in eq 57.
+ → + +2CH 4CO 2H O 2H 6CO4(g) 2(g) 2 (g) 2(g) (g) (57)
A schematic representation of the charge and discharge step of
this combined chemical looping approach is shown in Figure 7.
More recently, the so-called superdry re-forming of methane
has been proposed as a process to enhance the CO yield from
the regular CH4 dry re-forming process.
159 In the CH4
oxidation step, syngas is formed by dry re-forming over a
nickel-based catalyst (eq 58). This mixture of CO and H2 then
reduces the iron-based oxygen carrier (eqs 59 and 60), a
process enhanced by the presence of a CO2 sorbent via Le
Chatelier’s principle. This step, which generally comprises
reaction eqs 58−61, results in a reactor bed containing Fe and
CaCO3 at the end of the CH4 oxidation step.
+ → +CH CO 2H 2CO4(g) 2(g) 2(g) (g) (58)
+ → +H 1
4
Fe O H O
3
4
Fe2(g) 3 4(s) 2 (g) (s) (59)





Fe(g) 3 4(s) 2(g) (s) (60)
+ →CO CaO CaCO2(g) (s) 3(s) (61)
In the CO2 reduction step, isothermally initiated by an inert
sweep gas, CO is formed upon release of CO2 from CaCO3
(eq 62), which subsequently oxidizes iron with formation of
iron oxide and CO (eq 63). As with the CH4 oxidation step,
the CO2 reduction step is enhanced by Le Chatelier’s principle.
→ +CaCO CO CaO3(s) 2(g) (s) (62)





Fe O2(g) (s) (g) 3 4(s) (63)
The global reaction of this combined chemical looping process
is presented in eq 64.
+ → +CH 3CO 4CO 2H O4(g) 2(g) (g) 2 (g) (64)
Figure 6. Schematic representation of the combined chemical looping
process proposed by Abanades and co-workers. This chemical looping
process for hydrogen production is based on sorption-enhanced steam
re-forming of methane. Reprinted with permission from ref 157.
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
Figure 7. Schematic representation of the combined chemical looping process proposed by Galvita and co-workers. This chemical looping process,
consisting of a charging and discharging step, could find its application in energy storage and conversion. Reprinted with permission from ref 158.
Copyright 2015 Elsevier.
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Compared to regular dry re-forming of methane, superdry re-
forming is a strongly intensified process as it converts up to
three CO2 molecules per CH4. A schematic overview of the
superdry re-forming process is presented in Figure 8. Recently,
Kim and co-workers160 integrated CO2 capture and conversion
and performed dry re-forming in which CO2 is fixed using CaO
as sorbent in the first step. In the second step, the CO2 sorbent
is regenerated, thereby releasing a stream of CO2 into a CH4
atmosphere, which is converted to a synthesis gas via DRM;
i.e., sorbent regeneration and CO2 conversion are performed
simultaneously.
4.3. Looping Materials. The previous paragraphs have
focused on opportunities of using oxygen storage materials and
CO2 sorbents in chemical looping processes (e.g., the inherent
separation between products). This paragraph provides more
information regarding the selection of a suitable looping
material and the challenges associated with the use of looping
materials.
4.3.1. Oxygen Storage Materials. The choice of the oxygen
storage material depends highly on the chemical looping redox
process, in particular the gaseous reactants. It is crucial that the
chosen metal oxide oxidizes the reducing gas with a sufficient
selectivity toward the desired gaseous product in the first step,
while reducing the oxidizing gas with a sufficient selectivity
toward the desired gaseous product in the second step. If
kinetics and/or thermodynamics during the oxidation or
reduction step are unfavorable for a certain metal oxide, its
applicability in the chemical looping process is compromised.
Typical oxygen storage materials for chemical looping
combustion are based on transition metals (such as
Mn,98,161−166 Fe,98,113,162−164,167−176 Co,161,167,168,173,174
Ni,97,98,161−164,167,168,177 and Cu97,98,161−164) and/or their
corresponding oxides, which can be periodically regenerated
through reduction and oxidation cycles. The affinity of the
reduced metal oxides toward oxygen and the ability of the
oxidized metal oxides to oxidize fuels (such as CH4 or coal),
either partially (into CO and H2) or fully (into CO2 and H2O),
make them ideal candidates for chemical looping combustion.
The conversion of H2O or CO2 into H2 or CO, however, can
be realized by using oxygen storage materials based on Mn, Fe,
and Co.
The thermodynamic (theoretical) oxygen storage capacity of
an oxygen storage material depends on its capability to
exchange oxygen during reduction and oxidation cycles. Figure
9 shows metal oxide pairs (e.g., Fe/Fe3O4) and their Gibbs free
energy of reduction (i.e., Fe3O4 reduction to Fe by syngas) and
oxidation (i.e., Fe oxidation to Fe3O4 by CO2). Amid these
metal oxide pairs, only the ones with Gibbs free energies
sufficiently close to 0 kJ mol−1 in both the reduction and
oxidation step (eqs 65 and 66) will be applicable for chemical
looping redox reactions.
+ + → +
+ Δ− G




(g) 2(g) (s) 2(g) 2 (g)
1(s) reduction (65)
+ → + Δ− GCO M O CO M Ox y x y(s)2(g) 1(s) (g) oxidation
(66)
Among the metal oxide pairs suitable for the conversion of
CO2 into CO are the iron oxide-based materials. In order to
further improve the properties an oxygen storage material,
several active metal oxides can be combined. To this end, the







Even when the applied metal oxide initially shows favorable
thermodynamics and kinetics for both redox steps, its
applicability can be limited mainly due to three phenomena:
(i) Thermodynamics dictates that the Gibbs free energy can
Figure 8. Schematic representation of the superdry re-forming
process. In the CH4 oxidation step, Ni catalyzes the CO2 re-forming
of CH4 into syngas, Fe3O4 is reduced by syngas with formation of
CO2 and H2O, and carbonation of CaO yields in situ CO2 removal.
Overall, CH4 is oxidized into CO2 and H2O, Fe3O4 has been reduced
to Fe and CaCO3 has been formed from CaO and CO2. The CO2
reduction step consists of CaCO3 decomposition into CaO and CO2
and Fe oxidation to Fe3O4 through the reduction of CO2 into CO.
Reprinted with permission from ref 159. Copyright 2016 AAAS.
Figure 9. Thermodynamics study. Gibbs free energy of reduction by
syngas (CO:H2 in a 1:1 molar ratio) as a function of the Gibbs free
energy of reoxidation by CO2 for selected metal oxide pairs. The blue
circle indicates the metal oxide pairs where reduction and oxidation
can be considered sufficiently reversible for cyclic operation in a
chemical looping redox process. Gibbs free energies were calculated at
1023 K using the reaction module in FactSage 6.4.181,182
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decrease by decreasing the gas−solid and solid−solid surface
tension, i.e., by crystallite growth. This is illustrated by
comparing synthetic nanocrystals with natural minerals that
had hundreds if not thousands of years to grow (Figure 10).
Indeed, while the shapes of these crystals are highly similar, the
differences in the crystallite dimensions are tremendous.
Together with the associated collapse of pore structure,
crystallite growth may cause solid state ion diffusion limitations
and gas phase product/reactant diffusion limitations. The
phenomena of crystallite growth and collapsing pore structure
are related to the occurrence of crystallographic phase
transformations during reduction and oxidation as well as the
melting temperature of these crystallographic phases. (ii) Gas−
solid or solid−solid shear forces may deteriorate the
mechanical integrity of the oxygen storage material and lead
to fines, which can be entrained by the gas flow. (iii) Poisoning
of the metal (oxide) may occur, e.g., due to the presence of
sulfur in the reducing gas or due to carbon formation.
In what follows, a brief review of methods for improving
oxygen storage material properties is given. For a more
extensive overview, the reader is referred else-
where.124,127,183−186 In the 1990s and early 2000s, researchers





163,168,177 Ni−Mg−Al−O,177 bentonite clay,188 sepio-
lite clay,162 SiO2,
162,164 ZrO2,




164,170 to the redox-active metal
oxide. Such additives were applied (i) as a way to increase the
surface area available for reaction, (ii) as binder material
enhancing the mechanical strength and attrition resistance, and
(iii) as an ion conducting material.162 More recently, redox-
active additives such as Ce0.5Zr0.5O2
113,171,172 and
CeO2
171,175,180,189 have been proposed to further improve
the overall performance of the oxygen storage material. The
schematic representation in Figure 11 illustrates the effect of
mixing different oxides on the crystallite size and morphology
of oxygen storage materials.
Even though the addition of above-mentioned metal oxides
improves the physical properties, resistance, and is sometimes
also found to mitigate poisoning of the oxygen storage
material,177 it may give rise to deactivation through formation
of undesired (crystalline) phases. When Al2O3 or MgO is used
as an iron oxide additive, for example, FeAl2O4 and MgFe2O4
may be formed.176,180 Similarly, the addition of CeO2 may
result in the formation of CeFeO3.
171,189 Formation of such
phases can cause deactivation either by decreasing the change
in Fe oxidation stateand, hence, the amount of oxygen
exchangeduring redox cycling or by losing its redox capacity
all together.176,180,189 A possible strategy for mitigating such a
phenomenon is the addition of another metal oxide, e.g., by
combining iron oxide with MgO and Al2O3 in order to form
MgAl2O4 rather than MgFe2O4 or FeAl2O4.
Another class of oxygen storage materials that has been
increasingly studied by researchers during the past decade,
relies on the redox properties of stable crystallographic
structures such as perovskites. Examples of investigated
p e r o v s k i t e s a r e L a x S r 1 − xF e yCo 1 − yO3 − δ ,
1 7 3 , 1 7 4
La xSr1− xFeO3− δ ,
1 73 , 1 74 LaFeO3− δ ,
1 7 3 LaMnO3,
190
Dy 1− xY xMnO3+ δ ,
1 6 5 CaMn0 . 8 7 5T i 0 . 1 2 5O3 ,
1 6 6 and
CaMn0.875−xFexTi0.125O3−δ.
191 Additionally, the behavior of
the MgFeAlOx
176,180,192 spinel in MgAl2O4-promoted iron
oxide has been studied. The benefit of these perovskite and
spinel structures lies in their high oxygen mobility with limited
crystallographic transformation, which results in a stable redox
activity during high-temperature redox cycling. Recently, an
extensive stability study over 1000 redox cycles was performed
on three Fe2O3/MgAlOx oxygen storage materials
192 which
form Mg−Fe−Al−O spinels. Superior properties were found
for 10 wt % Fe2O3/MgAlOx, with the highest morphological
stability and activity, while 50 wt % Fe2O3/MgAlOx had the
best CO yield. All three materials deactivated through
sintering, though less for 10 wt % Fe2O3/MgAlOx. In addition,
transformation to a MgxFe1−xO phase caused a loss of oxygen
storage capacity in 30 and 50 wt % Fe2O3/MgAlOx. In a
follow-up to this stability study, detailed Mössbauer spectros-
Figure 10. Illustration of crystallite growth. (A) Scanning electron micrograph of synthetic hematite (α-Fe2O3) nanocrystals. The inset shows a
photograph of macroscopic natural hematite crystals. (B) Scanning electron micrograph of synthetic aragonite (CaCO3) crystals. The inset shows a
photograph of macroscopic natural aragonite crystals. As natural crystals typically start off as small crystallite nuclei that grow slowly under favorable
conditions (chemical environment, temperature, and pressure), the existence of such large natural crystals illustrates the thermodynamic driving
force behind crystallite growth.
Figure 11. Schematic illustration of mixed CeO2−Fe2O3 samples. The
illustration, based on ICP composition, XRD, STEM-EDX, and EELS,
shows the effect of the CeO2 and Fe2O3 content on the crystallite size
and morphology. Reprinted with permission from ref 175. Copyright
2013 American Chemical Society.
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copy and in situ XRD studies were combined to provide new
insight in the evolution of the redox behavior of 50 wt %
Fe2O3/MgAlOx over the course of 1000 redox cycles.
193 It was
shown that at least three different oxygen storage cycles could
be distinguished, as illustrated in Figure 12.
Other strategies for mitigating crystallite growth include the
coating of active metal oxide particles with mesoporous inert
metal oxides, such as SiO2-coated LaMnO3,
190 SiO2-coated
Fe2O3,
120 and ZrO2-coated Fe2O3.
194,195 An example of an
advanced bifunctional oxygen storage material applied in
catalyst-assisted chemical looping is presented in Figure 13.
For a more extensive overview dedicated to the synthesis
and oxygen exchange mechanism of advanced materials for
chemical looping applications, the interested reader is referred
elsewhere.86,124
4.3.2. Carbon Dioxide Sorbent Materials. Criteria for the
choice of a carbon dioxide sorbent material and challenges
with respect to its performance are very similar to those
discussed for oxygen storage materials in the previous
paragraph. Analogously, the active metal oxides (most
commonly (earth) alkali metal oxides) were initially proposed
to be used in form of natural minerals, e.g., limestone or
dolomite. Most of the synthetic carbon dioxide sorbent
materials are based on the carbonation−decarbonation
equi l ibr ium of Li 2O,
144 , 1 96−208 MgO,209−214 or
CaO.145,215−235 The optimal operating temperature of a
carbon dioxide sorbent material is highly dependent on the
chosen (earth) alkali metal, as illustrated by Figure 14 and
Figure 15.
The phase diagram, presented in Figure 14, indicates the
equilibrium lines between carbonation and decarbonation of
pure alkali metal oxides. While the Li2CO3−Li2O equilibrium
could be of interest for cyclic CO2 uptake and release, other
alkali metal oxides vaporize at conditions where decarbonation
is favorable. Making use of Li2O as such, however, may be
equally challenging due to the favorability of liquid Li2CO3
formation at elevated temperature and CO2 partial pressure.
In view of vaporization and liquefaction, earth alkali metal
oxides provide a more workable alternative. Phase diagrams for
the equilibrium between carbonation and decarbonation of
earth alkali metal oxides are presented in Figure 15A. At low
temperatures and elevated partial pressures of water vapor,
however, their effective use can be impaired through formation
of hydroxides. This is illustrated by the phase diagrams in
Figure 15B, which show that liquid state hydroxides may even
be formed when exposing SrO or BaO to high water vapor
pressures. The use of earth alkali metal oxides is therefore
limited to a temperature window with a lower limit determined
by (i) carbonation kinetics and (ii) hydroxide formation, and
an upper limit governed by the decarbonation temperature.
Instead of choosing a different class of materials all together,
the issues of vaporization and liquefaction raised for the alkali
metal oxides can be (partially) addressed by incorporation of
these alkali metal oxides into a stable framework, e.g., in the
form of silicates. Phase diagrams for the carbonation and
decarbonation of Li2ZrO3, Li4SiO4, Na4SiO4, and K4SiO4 are
presented in Figure 16, showing significantly different
Figure 12. Schematic overview of redox activity over 1000 redox
cycles. Effect of redox cycles on the oxygen storage behavior of
50Fe2O3/MgFeAlOx. As prepared OSM consists of α-Fe2O3, α-
FeOOH, and MgFe3+AlOx. Different redox-active species, categorized
in three different redox loops, come into play upon redox cycling.
Reprinted with permission from ref 193. Copyright 2019 American
Chemical Society.
Figure 13. STEM-EDX characterization of a core−shell bifunctional
nanomaterial. This advanced bifunctional Fe/Zr@Zr−Ni@Zr materi-
al consists of a ZrO2-coated nickel outer shell, encapsulating a Fe2O3/
ZrO2 (core)−ZrO2 (shell) oxygen storage material. Reprinted with
permission from ref 195. Copyright 2018 MDPI.
Figure 14. Thermodynamics study. Phase diagram showing the
carbonation-decarbonation equilibrium of alkali metal oxides as a
function of temperature and CO2 partial pressure: () Li2CO3(s)−
Li2CO3(l)−Li2O(s); (−−−) Na2CO3(s)−Na(g); (···) K2CO3(s)−K(g);
(−·) Cs2CO3(s)−Cs(g); (−) Rb2CO3(s)−Rb(g). Phase diagrams were
calculated using the phase diagram module in FactSage 6.4.181,182
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behaviors compared with the alkali metal oxides as such
(Figure 14).
Indeed, lithium oxide-based sorbents are typically stabilized
by formation of Li2ZrO3
144,196−198 or Li4SiO4,
199−206 and less
commonly in form of Li2Fe2O4
207 or Li4+x(Si1−xAlx)O4.
208 The
most studied promoter materials are K2CO3
198,201−204 and
Na2CO3,
203−205 both of which actively contribute to the
carbon dioxide storage capacity. Advanced methods for
improving the stability of, e.g., Li4SiO4 include its coating
with a Li2ZrO3 layer to form a Li4SiO4@Li2ZrO3 sorbent
material (STEM-EDX image presented in Figure 17A).236
Figure 17B illustrates the improvement in the cyclic stability of
a Li4SiO4 sorbent after coating with Li2ZrO3.
Magnesia-based sorbents are most often modified with
Al2O3,
211−214 thereby forming a hydrotalcite-like structure,
and/or with K2CO3.
209−211 While many different additives for
calcium oxide-based sorbents have been studied, Al2O3
216−229
and ZrO2
230−235 are by far the most widely studied. In the
presence of CaO, these metal oxides are typically transformed
into Ca12Al14O33 and CaZrO3. For a more elaborate overview
of carbon dioxide sorbent materials, the reader is referred
elsewhere.237−244
4.3.3. Economic and Environmental Considerations.
When choosing a looping material, economic and environ-
mental aspects should be considered. As previously mentioned,
the activity and stability of the material are highly important
properties in view of process economics. Tailored material
synthesis, however, can lead to a high cost of material
production owing to complexity in the synthesis procedure or
the use of expensive (precursor) materials.
Improving the economics and sustainable nature of the
synthesis procedure necessitates the minimization of required
resources such as solvents, energy, time, and chemicals (e.g.,
surfactants). The use of solvents and nonessential chemicals
should be minimized as these substances will not end up in the
final material but are removed during the synthesis procedure
instead, weighing on the process economics through energy
consumption and waste production. Toxic substances should
be avoided where possible.
An indication for the cost of metals and their oxides can be
obtained from their percent elemental abundancy in the
Earth’s crust (Figure 18). As a rule of thumb, abundant
materials such silica, alumina, iron oxide, calcium oxide,
magnesium oxide, sodium oxide, and potassium oxide are
cheap, as they comprise more than 99% of the Earth’s crust. Of
the remaining 1%, about 60% consists of titanium oxide and
manganese oxide as well as other (transition) metals with
lower abundancy. The group of rare-earth materials such as
ceria, neodymium oxide, and lanthanum oxide represents
about 1% of 1% of the Earth’s crust. The estimated abundancy
of all noble metals together, silver and iridium being the most
and least common, adds up to about 0.001% of 1% of the
Earth’s crust (roughly 100 ppb).
In conclusion, an optimum should be found when highly
stable materials are expensive to produce, while less stable
materials are cheap to produce but expensive to dispose of
economically and/or environmentally.
4.4. Reactor Configurations. Along with an appropriate
choice of chemical looping material, the reactor configuration
choice is vital for the practical realization of chemical looping
processes. In 1920, Abbott proposed a multireactor config-
uration using four reactorseach packed with an iron oxide
bedand switching valves in order to realize continuous
hydrogen production through the steam-iron process with an
improved heat integration (Figure 19A).246 Two decades later,
Walton H. Marshall patented a continuous reactor setup
(Figure 19B) for the steam-iron process, in which trans-
portation and reaction of iron oxide occur simultaneously in an
oxidizing and reducing coil, each time followed by a separation
between the solid phase and the gas phase.247 The dual
fluidized bed reactor setup (Figure 19C) for the steam-iron
process was patented by Barr in 1948.248 In 1954, a moving
bed reactor setup (Figure 19D) was patented by Lewis and
Gilliland for the production of CO2 from carbonaceous fuels.
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More recently, in 2014, Dahl and Blom patented a rotating
reactor (Figure 19E) for chemical looping combustion.249 A
different type of rotating reactor, in which the oxygen storage
material is fixed by coating onto porous structure, has been
proposed by Zhao and co-workers.251,252
In what follows, some of the main advantages and challenges
of different reactor configurations are discussed. A strong
advantage of the dual fluidized bed reactor, suspension reactor,
moving bed reactor, and rotary reactor configuration is the
possibility to run the chemical looping process continuously.
As for the multireactor configuration, a semicontinuous
operation can be realized in the so-called permanent periodic
regime.
Figure 15. Thermodynamics studies. (A) Phase diagram of earth
alkali metal oxides and their carbonates as a function of temperature
and CO2 partial pressure: () MgCO3−MgO; (−−) CaCO3−CaO;
(···) SrCO3−SrO; (−·−) BaCO3−BaO. (B) Phase diagram of earth
alkali metal hydroxides and their corresponding oxides (omitted for
clarity) as a function of temperature and H2O partial pressure: ()
Mg(OH)2(s)−MgO(s); (−−) Ca(OH)2(s)−CaO(s); (···) Sr(OH)2(s)−
Sr(OH)2(l)−SrO(s); (−·−) Ba(OH)2(s)−Ba(OH)2(l)−BaO(s). Phase
diagrams were calculated using the phase diagram module in FactSage
6.4.181,182
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The dual fluidized bed reactor, suspension reactor, and
moving bed reactor are highly favorable in terms of mass and
heat transfer but pose stringent requirements in terms of
mechanical strength and attrition resistance of the solid
looping materials due to considerable gas−solid and solid−
solid shear forces. Moreover, efficient solid−gas separation
units (e.g., cyclones) should be available in order to
successfully operate such a reactor configuration. Over the
past two decades, the dual fluidized bed and moving bed have
been the reactor configurations of choice for many researchers
studying different kinds of chemical looping processes from a
theoretical and experimental point of view.112,125,128,145,253−273
A clear advantage of the dual fluidized bed configuration is the
available knowledge and experience from its application in fluid
catalytic cracking. As for the moving bed reactor configuration,
the possibility to operate it in countercurrent allows higher
conversions at lower recirculation rate of the solids.125,128 For
the regeneration of carbon dioxide sorbent material in
chemical looping carbon dioxide separation, rotary kilns
(Figure 19F) have also been used.128,260 Such a rotary kiln,
commonly used for the industrial calcination of limestone,128
can be described as a rotating moving bed reactor, slowly
transporting solid looping material while ensuring a good
contact with the gas phase.
The rotating reactor aims to intensify the process by
providing a more compact configuration that eliminates the
Figure 16. Thermodynamics studies. Phase diagram of alkali metal oxides and their carbonates (or hydroxides) as a function of temperature and
CO2 (or H2O) partial pressure: (A) Li2ZrO3; (B) Li4SiO4; (C) Na4SiO4; (D) K4SiO4. Blue lines correspond to the equilibrium between hydroxides
and oxides under H2O pressure. Red lines correspond to the equilibrium between CO2 uptake and full CO2 release. Dotted lines represent solid−
liquid−gas phase transformations. The gray shaded area corresponds to conditions where carbonate formation is favorable. The orange shaded area
corresponds to conditions where alkali vapor is formed in case alkali metal oxides are used as such (Figure 14). The stripe-shaded area corresponds
to conditions where alkali vaporization is favorable and depletion of alkali in the solid silicate occurs. Phase diagrams were calculated using the
phase diagram module in FactSage 6.4.181,182
Figure 17. Characterization of a Li2ZrO3-coated Li4SiO4 carbon dioxide sorbent. (A) STEM-EDX elemental map of Li2ZrO3-coated Li4SiO4. (B)
TGA-DTA analysis of 20 carbonation−decarbonation cycles of Li4SiO4 (red) and Li4SiO4@Li2ZrO3 (green). Reprinted with permission from ref
236. Copyright 2019 Elsevier.
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need for separation between solids and gases.274 A drawback of
the reactor configuration proposed by Zhao and co-work-
ers251,252 is the requirement of an immobilized solid looping
material, e.g., by coating it onto a porous substrate, which may
pose restrictions with respect to the application of solid
looping materials. Moreover, temperature fluctuations in
different reactor zones may cause significant stress levels on
the reactor system by position-dependent expansion.252 As for
the rotating reactor configuration proposed by Dahl, Blom, and
co-workers,249,275,276 the optimal performance in terms of
product gas separation remains uncertain.
The multibed reactor configuration avoids high shear forces
and therefore poses milder requirements in terms of attrition
resistance of the looping material.277 Moreover, it allows us to
reach deeper reduction and oxidation of the oxygen storage
material.277 By choosing a cocurrent or countercurrent
regeneration of the looping material, the process efficiency
can be optimized.278,279 As previously mentioned, a drawback
of such a system is that it can be operated only semi-
continuously and requires intensive use of switching valves,
typically at high temperature and pressure.277
Overall, the choice of reactor configuration strongly affects
the requirements for the solid looping material. A long lifetime
of the looping material, the heart of the chemical looping
process, is primordial for successful operation. To this end, the
development of attrition-resistant looping materials, e.g.,
through spray-drying synthesis,280,281 is a crucial step toward
commercialization of a dual fluidized bed chemical looping
process. For a detailed overview of progress and challenges in
scale-up of chemical looping processes, the interested reader is
referred elsewhere.127,130,258,260,272,282
5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
During the past centuries, mankind has improved its quality of
life by making use of a seemingly endless source of fossil
resources for energy production. Today, the environmental
impact, associated with the accumulation of anthropogenic
CO2 emissions in atmosphere and oceans is of increasing
concern for societies and hence governments. In the past
decade, the sharp decrease in energy cost associated with wind
and solar energy production has triggered the start of an energy
revolution toward renewables. In the coming decades, electric
vehicles are expected to stir up the transportation sector. Both
evolutions seem favorable in terms of reducing anthropogenic
CO2 emissions. Nevertheless, future challenges lie in reducing
the carbon footprint of the (petro)chemical industry, and
perhaps actively decreasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations.
In this respect, carbon recycling by conversion of CO2 into
useful chemicals or fuels may allow to close the carbon loop. A
possible method for activating CO2 is its reduction into CO by
means of a chemical reductant such as renewable H2 or CH4,
e.g., obtained from biogas. To this end, iron oxide-based
chemical looping redox processes provide interesting perspec-
tive.
Although the first description and application of chemical
looping can be traced back to over a century ago, the last two
decades have witnessed intensified research on chemical
looping processes. In contrast with the early days of chemical
looping, which saw huge challenges in obtaining a looping
material, stable over the course of just several cycles, the ever
increasing knowledge and expertise with respect to the
synthesis, characterization and testing of functional nanoma-
terials in catalysis and materials science has strongly
contributed to the progress made in the design of chemical
looping materials that retain much of their activity over
hundreds to thousands of cycles.
Simultaneously, researchers have developed innovative ways
to apply of these looping materials for converting different
types of feedstocks into a variety of products, or by combining
different chemical looping processes to improve the overall
performance. The strength of chemical looping indeed lies in
its flexibility, which results from the fact that a single reaction is
separated into two subreactions coupled through the oxygen
carrier material. This specificity opens up a wide parameter
space for design and optimization of reactor feed and process
operation. In global perspective, the chemical looping principle
should be fundamentally applicable to any catalytic reaction, if
suitable carriers are found that allow transport of the desired
functional group. The reagent and product separation that is
inherent to this technology can have significant impact in the
future on a broad range of chemical processes, yielding higher
efficiency and “greener” chemistry.
Figure 18. Abundancy of elements in the Earth’s crust. Overview of the percent abundancy of elements in the Earth’s crust. (Top right)
Percentages in this pie chart add up to 100%, which corresponds with 1% of the total abundancy of elements in the Earth’s crust. (Bottom right)
Percentages in this pie chart add up to 0.75% and further divides the smallest slice in the top right chart. Reprinted with permission from ref 245.
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